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Toledo, OH: Toledo residents promoting a local initiative, the Lake Erie Bill of Rights (LEBOR), for                
placement on the November ballot, want to know how many valid voter signatures are needed. The                
group turned in petitions bearing 10,500 signatures on August 6. The Lucas County Board of               
Elections notified the Clerk of Toledo City Council on Friday that at least 6,438 were verified as                 
current voters. But the City is still unable to tell the LEBOR campaigners if that is enough to get                   
LEBOR on the ballot. 
 
On August 1, the group's attorney, Terry Lodge, notified Dale Emch, City Law Director, and Gerald                
Dedinger, Assistant Clerk of Council, that current Ohio law, as determined twice in recent years by                
the Ohio Supreme Court, requires submission of 5,244 verified signatures, using a calculation based              
on the number of voters in the 2017 municipal election.  
 
Mr. Emch advised Mr. Lodge on August 3 via email that "While I don’t disagree with your reading of                   
the Heubner opinion (one of the leading Ohio Supreme Court decisions on the subject), the Law                
Department will not issue an opinion as to how Section 5 of our Charter should be read in light of                    
that ruling." Why can’t the City Law Department issue an opinion? 
 
“The Lake Erie Bill of Rights is the strongest effort anywhere in Ohio to break a fixed system and fix                    
a broken lake,” said Bryan Twitchell, one of the campaign leaders. “With the signatures counted,               
and clear legal precedence, there is no reason for the City’s apparent reticence. Any attempt to delay                 
or prevent this issue going to ballot should be interpreted as a violation of the democratic principle                 
that undergird our society, and an attempt by our representatives to stop we, the people, from                
acting in our own best interests,” he added. 
 
"The number of verified signatures is the highest for a citywide initiative in recent decades and it is                  
the people’s right to place laws on the ballot by initiative," observed Mike Ferner of Advocates for a                  
Clean Lake Erie. "The City should quickly qualify the petition for the November ballot so we can                 
begin a good discussion on it." 
 
Toledoans for Safe Water made every attempt to obtain an answer from city officials prior to the                 
deadline for submission and asserts that there should be no question at this time as to whether or                  
not their initiative has access to the November ballot.  
 
The LEBOR amendment would codify rights of nature in the Toledo city charter and enable citizens                
and the city of Toledo to deny corporate and government entities the right to pollute the Lake Erie                  
ecosystem by establishing stronger environmental standards than those Ohio currently uses.  
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